Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) can be applied to solve a combinatorial optimization problem. However, the existence of the local minima in this model prevents its application t o real world. In this paper, an analysis method for network dynamics based on eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a connection weight matrix is proposed. In this analysis, the transition of the number of negative eigenvalues and the movement of eigenspaces by increasing diagonal elements,which correspond to feedback loops of RNN, are discussed. From this analysis, it is confirmed that the number of negative eigenvalues decreases and the eigenspaces move toward the ascent side of the energy slope at the center point of the state space of RNN,as increasing diagonal elements. These behaviors of RNN contribute to the improvement for searching a solution of a combinatorial optimization problem.
Introduction
A combinatorial optimization problem is a class of NP-complete problems. Hopfield and Tank [l] suggested that a Recurrent Neural Network(RNN), which does not use self-feedback loops, can provide plausible solut>ions for such a problem with less number of searches. Since t.his kind of problem can be applied to a variety of a.pplications, a lot of researches have been done, [l] - [S] . However, since the above RNN has local minima, its solution is not always guaranteed to be the global optimal one. This defect prevent,s the use of the RNN to real applications.
For the improvement of t,he convergence probability to the optimal solution, Uesaka [6] proposed the method of controlling the initial stmate of R.NN.
However , this met,hod is still experimental and is t hcoretically proved.
Resides, Abe et nl [li] and Ohta. et a1 [7] proposed t,he nonzero diagonal element method. The d i a p nal elements of a connection weight ma.trix correspond to self-feedback loops of neurons in a R.NN. 'I'hen, the nonzero diagonal element. means that RNN uses self-loops. They suggested that the network performance for a TSP problem could be improved by uniformly increasing the diagonal elements. However, this improvement has not been well analyzed theoretically.
On the other hand, Aiyer et u1 [8] proposed that the eigenvalue analysis can be applied t o RNN dynamics. Since the eigenvalues of a connection weight matrix are related to the network behavior, they provide available information about the network dynamics.
In this paper, we extend the eigenvalue analysis method to convergence analysis of a RNN with feedback loops. That is, the effects of diagonal elements on the network dynamics are considered.
We employ an analog model for this analysis. Then the convergence states are not, gua.ranteed to take binary values. This is different. from a discrete model like the Hopfield model. However, both models are same in the viewpoint that they can change their states in the direction of decreasing the energy function. Then, discussions in this paper may be valid for the discrete model.
Ehergy Fuiictioii Based on Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

Energy Fiinction of RNN with Feedback
Loops 'Hie energy funct,ion E(x) of a R.NN is given as the following Nth-order quadra.tic form.
(1) 1 2 E(x) = -xtWx + thtx where x is the state vector of the network, W is a. connect,ion weight inat,rix and th is a. t,hreshold vect'or. We consider the case that the diagonal elerneiiits of the matrix W can ta.ke non-zero values.
The diagonal elements mean the self feedback loops of R N N . In order to express the change of diagonal elements explicitly, the connection weight matrix and the threshold vector can be written as the following equations.
where I is a unit matrix and i is a vector which has only components of 1. In t.hese equations, a means the uniform change of diagonal elements. The letters with the suffix 0 mea,n the invariant mat:rix and vector by the change of diagonal elements. This transformat,ion of connection matrix and threshold vector change the shape of energy function but never change the energy va.lues on the hina,ry states of x.
The network energy function of Eq. (1) can be minimized by using the following continuous state transition. where pi is a scaler variable which can change during the network stat,e transitions. By substituting Eq.(6) into Eq.(l), the energy function can be expressed using eigenvalues and eigenvectors as follows: Equation (7) means that, the energy function can be also decomposed into the eigenvector components. Since the eigenvectors are linearly independent, the network behaviors can be estimated separately based on those components.
dxi
By multiplying the eigenvector 4, to both side of Eq.(6), the variable p, can be expressed by the inner product of the eigenvector dt and the state vector x,-that is p z = dfx. From this, we can see, the termsp,+ in Eq. (7) means the distance from a certain plane. Then we define the hyperplane 0, and the distance dz(x) from the hyperplane as follows:
th'q5'. t ht (pi
By using the distance di(x) of Eq.(9), the energy function of Eq. (7) becomes:
Eigenvalue Effects on Network State Transition
( 5 ) 1 2 = WO+ th = -Woi + t h o
Expansion of Energy Fiinction With
'I'he dynamical t,ransition of RNNs ca.n he roughly
Eigenvectors
understood by introducing Eigenvaluc analysis.
V .
In order to decrease the energy function of Eq.(lO), the network would change its s h t e so that the distance di(x) increases for a negative eigenvalue and decreases for a. positive eigenvalue. If the eigenvalue is equal to 0, the hyperplane S2i does not exist. However, the network would change its state to decrease the energy function monotonously according to the first order term of Eq. (7). From this, we can classify the network behaviors into the following tree groups. Figure1 shows the image of the network behaviors of these nouns. Zero eigenvalue: The network state moves monotonously to the direction of decreasing the energy function. Then, Zero eigenvalue does not create the above separatability.
Positive eigenvalue: The network state moves toward the hyperplane Qi. Then, a positive eigenvalue also does not yield the separatability. However, if the hyperplane Q j does not include the vertex of the network hypercube, it may create a non-binary state convergence.
The network usually has many eigenvalues. The convergence results from the complex effects by t,hese eigenvalues, However, since positive and zero eigenvalues do not create the separatability, the variety of the convergence is provided only by negative eigenvalues. Then, the network convergence patterns can be reduced by decreasing the number of negative eigenvalues. are invariant by uniformly changing diagonal elements. In addition, it means that the increment of the eigenvalues is as same as that of diagonal elements. Then, we can see that by increasing diagonal elements, negative eigenvalues decrease. As this result, a variety of convergence states of RNN decrease.
Effects of Diagonal Elements on
In addition, since all eigenvalues uniformly increase by increasing diagonal elements, patterns far from the eigenspace corresponding to higher eigenvalue are easy to lost the probability of convergence. Aiyer et a@] suggested that the optimal solution of the network exists toward the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to minimum eigenvalue,(in their paper, described as maximum eigenvalue).
Then, the convergence to the optimal solution is thought t o be more stable than that of another solution. Therefore,the reduction of convergence pattern by increasing diagonal elements improves the network performance for detecting the optimal solution.
Movement of Eigenspace
Next, let's focus on the movement of eigenspace defined in Section 2. In order to make clear the movement of eigenspace, we pay attention to relation between the gradient vect,or k(o) at the center point and the normal vector ? t i ( . ) from the center point to eigenspace. The center point o is the center of state space of R N N and has the coordinate, (3, f , . . . , f ) . The relation between the normal vector ni(o) and eigenspace Q j is shown in Fig.2 A s the dia.gona.1 elements of a connection weight matrix increase, all eigenvalues increase monotonously. When a. negative eigenvalue approaches to 0, t,lie corresponding eigenspa.ce departs away from the center point toward t,he ascent, direction of the energy slope. Vice versa, once a eigenvalue become greater than 0, the corresponding eigenspace approaches to the cent,er point from t.he descent direction of the energy slope. The cigenspace corresponding to a. nega,tivc eigenvalue a d s as a divergence, while the eigenspace corresponding t80 a. positive one acts as a convergence.
'I'li'en, we ca,n say, the moveinent of the eigenspace by increasing diagona.1 elements makes wider the attmctive region to the descent, direction of the center point, of the stmate space of R.NN.
It can be proved that the least energy binary state exists on the descent side of tlic center point 0. Then, we can say, the movement of eigenspace by diagonal element,s contributes t>o tthe increase off the convergence probability to the opt,imal solution.
Simulation
%Dimensional Network
In order to make sure of the eigenvalue effectr; on the network dynamics, the behavior of the 2.. diniensional network is simulated. Figure 3 shows the relation between the network dynamics and the eigenvalues. The lines in each graph shows the network state transition starting from random initial states. A circle is a convergence point.
The energy function is given by the following equation.
where, where a1 and a2 are parameters to control the eigenvalues, which do not change the energy value at the vertices. The order of the energy levels at vertices is
the optimal solution locates on the vertex(1,O). The eigenvalues are shown under each graph. In the 2-dimensional case, there are ' 2 eigenvalues in the connection weight matrix. If both are positive, the network converges to one point in the [0,1] square region. This is a non-binary convergence. By decreasing the eigenvalues, the convergence point approaches to the edge. When one of the eigenvalues is equal to 0, the network converges only to the vertex (1,O). By decreasing the eigenvalues more, the number of convergence states is increased gradually. When both eigenvalues are larg,e negative, the number of convergence states become
4.
From thisexample, it is understood that the convergence probability to the optimal solution is improved by increasing eigenvalues. In this case, when one of the eigenvalue is 0 and another is positive, the convergence probability became best. 
T.S.Problem
The method of controlling diagonal elements is applied to T.S.Problem. Fig. 4 sllows the simulation results. The vertical axis of (b)(e) graphs show the amount of increments of diagonal elements. The Fig. 4(a) shows a pattern of city positions and the shortest path for traveling their cities. In t,his simulation, the condition of going back to a st,arting city is removed for increasing the variation of solutions.
In Fig. 4(b) , the energy distribution of network convergence states is shown. The simulations were repeated 1000 times for each value of diagonal elements. The value increment of diagonal elements was 0.5. For the state change of RNN, the differential approximation of Eq.(4) was used. This state change operations were iterated until the network state didn't change. In this figure, the bold line shows the distribution of a binary convergence a.nd the thin line shows the non-binary convergence. The a1terna.tive of binary or non-binary convergence was done by estima.ting whether all components of t,he network state vector are more than 0.9 or less t,han 0.1.
As diagonal elements increasing, the convergence clmnges from a binary state to a non-binary state. I n addition, the energy of it, decreases and the variance of the energy distribution beconxs sinall. Figure 4 (c) shows t,he convergencc probability t o t,hr optimal solution. The optimal solution was presca.rclied by estima.t,ing all traveling pa.tt,erns. The probability to the optinia.1 solution increased unt,il -8.0 of diagonal elements. However, over that value, it rapidly fell down. This is by reason that the convergence to the optimal solution changed to a non-binary state. Figure 4(d) shows the number of negative eigenvalues. As described in section 3, the number of negative eigenvalues decreases as increasing the diagonal elements. The decrease of the variance of convergence state is due to this decrease of negative eigenvalues.
Figure 4(e) shows the distances of eigenspaces from the center point. The sign of a distance is set such as the descent energy side of the center point is positive. From this graph, it is understood that all the distances first move t o negative large value, and then, change from positive large value t o 0. As described in section 2, this movement of eigenspace is one of the reasons of improvement of convergence performance of RNN with feedback loops.
From two simulations described in t8his section, it could be confirmed that the increase of diagonal elements can improve the convergence probability to the optimal solution. Then, in order t o apply RNN to a combinatorial optiniiza.tion problem, it is better to use RNN with feedback loops than that with no feedback loop. However, it has been also confirmed that if the diagonal elements are too large, the network would converge to a non-binary state, which is undesirable. Then the upper boundary is necessary for the diagonal elements. Fig.4 (a) City Position   ............................... I 
Conclusion
In ,this paper, we have proposed the analysis method using the eigenvalue and the hyperplane corresponding to the eigenvalue. IJsing this analyzing method, the transition of the number of negative eigenvalues and the movement of the eigenspaces have been discussed theoretically. As the results, it has been confirmed that both t,ransitions by increasing dia.gona1 elements contribute to iinprovement, of the convergence probability to t.he 'optimal solutions. Moreover, this improvements Iiave been confirmed by simulations using t,he 2-dimensional network and 5 cities T.S.problems. However, the network with the nonzero dia,gona,l c~lcments may create non-binary solutions. In order t~o escape this undesira,ble solutions, t,he net,work needs the upper boundary for diagonal elements. It, is difficult to decide this factor. Resides, it could not, be proved theoretically whether the survival sclutions on high dia,gonal elements include the optimal solution. These we next problem. 
